**2242 AC100 AUTOMATIC CUBER**

*Work Less… With the Best… Heinzen’s Fully Automated Fresh Fruit Cuber!*

**FEATURES**

1st Stage Cut Options
1. Radial wedge cut, blade carrier
2. 1”x1” cube cut grid, blade carrier
3. Optional: 3/4” x 3/4” cube cut

2nd Stage Cut Options
1. 1” vertical blade finished cube cut
2. Removable blade, radial wedge pass through for full wedge spears
3. 3/4” vertical blade, finished cube cut

- Consistent cut sizes
- Standard cut is 1” cube or wedge spear type strip cut
- Optional: 3/4” cube
- Quick change blade set (included option)
- No tools required for easy cleaning, simple open access
- Stainless Steel construction
- Increased production
- Vibratory sizing discharge

**OPTIONS / SPECIFICATIONS**

**Standard Facility Services Requirement**
- Electrical: 480VAC @ 30amps (3ph or single phase)
- Compressed factory air, 5cfm @ 90psi
- Optional voltages are available at the time of order

**Capacity**
- 8-12 product halves per minute, typical
- Manually operated unit available-ask for the MC-100

**PRODUCTS**

- Watermelon
- Honeydew
- Cantaloupe
- Pineapple